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11,608 km (7,212 miles) of tidal Bay shoreline





• 11,608 km (7,212 miles) of tidal Bay shoreline

• 253 km (157 miles) of sandy Bay shoreline (2.2% 
of tidal Bay shoreline)

• 91.8 km (57 miles) of dunes  (36% of sandy shore 
component and 0.8% of total tidal shoreline)

• 30.6 km (19 miles) of dune fields (33% of dunes, 
12% of sandy Bay shoreline, and 0.26% of total 
tidal shoreline 
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Cross-sectional surveys









Summary of statistical comparisons-A.  Parametric tests include the two sample t-test, the

ANOVA with the Tukey multiple comparisons test.  Non-parametric tests include the Kruskall-

Wallis test.

______________________________________________________________________________

                                                                             Parametric                         Non-parametric

                                                         _______________________________________________

Index vs fetch exposure nsd nsd

Index vs shore orientation nsd nsd

natural vs man-influenced sd** nsd

Index vs morphologic setting SD**** SD

Index vs Secondary dunes nsd nsd

Index vs geologic underpinnings nsd nsd

** This is considered an artifact of the large sample size since the power is only about 0.53.  Also,

when obvious outliers are removed the result is no significant difference (P-Value = 0.171)

**** The P-value for the ANOVA is 0.017, which shows significant differences somewhere in the

data set.  However, results of the Tukey tests turned up negative.  Analysis of the 95% CIs from

the pooled StDev shows that difference may occur between linear and salient systems.

********************





Linear, Open Bay, West Facing



Offshore sandbar migration and 
attachment to the beach.
Result is a bayward movement of
mean low water with no corresponding
increase in dune elevation

Recovery

Hurricane Isabel



Linear, Open Bay, 
Northwest Facing



Beach accretion
from longshore
transport (oceanic source) 

Beach erosional
period 

Beach accretion

Hurricane Isabel



Linear, Open Bay, East Facing



Beach recession
with stable dune
crest elevation

Beach accretion

Hurricane Isabel



Linear, Open Bay, 
Southwest Facing



Beach erosion coupled with 
an increase in dune crest 
elevation 

Erosion of the backshore 
and deposition in the lower 
beach and nearshore area

Hurricane Isabel



“Point One Rule”
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So What ?



Shoreline Assessments
degree of impact

proximity to equilibrium
where recovery will occur



Beach Nourishment/Dune Creation
sustainable design specs

accurate estimates of sand required



0.?



Thank you.

Questions or Comments?


